
 

 

 

NET STABLE FUNDING RATIO (NSFR)-31.12.2022 

Qualitative disclosure 
 
NSFR =  Amount of available stable funding (ASF) ÷ amount of required stable funding (RSF). NSFR indicates that 
the Bank maintains a stable funding profile in relation to the composition of its assets and off-balance sheet 
activities and promotes funding stability i.e. resilience over a longer-term time horizon by requiring banks to 
fund their activities with more stable sources of funding, on an on-going basis.  
 
ASF is defined as the portion of capital and liabilities, expected to be reliable over the time horizon considered 
by NSFR, which extends to one year. RSF is a function of the liquidity characteristics and residual maturity of 
various assets (including off-balance sheet exposures) held. RBI has mandated that minimum NSFR of 100% is 
to be maintained with effect from October 01, 2021.  
 
NSFR standard is structured to: 

a) Ensure that investment banking inventories, off-balance sheet exposures, securitization pipelines and 
other assets and activities are funded with at-least a minimum amount of stable liabilities; 

b) Avoid over-reliance on wholesale funding during times of buoyant market liquidity; 
c) Counterbalance the cliff-effects of the liquidity coverage ratio approach; 
d) Offset incentives for institutions to fund their stock of liquid assets with short-term funds that mature 

just outside the supervisory defined horizon for LCR; and  
e) Require stable funding for all illiquid assets and securities held, including those held in HFT/AFS i.e. 

reckon illiquidity and not the assumed execution turnover period. 
 
The following assumptions are used by RBI in the calibration of NSFR: 

 Longer-term liabilities are assumed to be more stable than short-term liabilities; 

 Short-term (maturing in less than one year) deposits provided by retail customers and funding provided 
by small business customers are behaviourally more stable than wholesale funding of the same 
maturity from other counterparties; 

 For the sake of continuity and resilience of credit creation, stable funding for some proportion of 
lending to the real economy is required; 

 Banks may seek to roll over a significant proportion of maturing loans to preserve customer 
relationships; 

 Short-dated assets (maturing in less than one year) require a smaller proportion of stable funding 
because these could be allowed to mature without rolling-over; 

 Unencumbered, high-quality assets that can be securitized or traded or used as collateral to secure 
additional funding, do not need to be wholly financed with stable funding; and  

 At least a small portion of the potential calls on liquidity arising from off-balance sheet commitments 
and contingent funding obligations need to be met by stable funding. 

 
NSFR is measured on a quarterly basis and advanced techniques such as stress testing, sensitivity analysis etc. 
are conducted periodically to assess the impact of various contingencies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
Quantitative disclosure 
 
The following table sets out the details of NSFR of the Bank 

    
                                                                                                                                                                          (Rs. in Millions) 

NSFR Disclosure Template – 31.12.2022 

  

Unweighted value by Residual Maturity 
Weighted 

Value No 
Maturity 

< 6 months 
6 months to 

< 1 year 
> 1 year 

ASF Item           

1 Capital: (2+3) 77,044 - - 4,870 81,914 

2 Regulatory capital 77,044 - - - 77,044 

3 Other capital instruments - - - 4,870 4,870 

4 
Retail deposits and deposits 
from small business customers: 
(5+6) 

- - 462,592 - 427,414 

5 Stable deposits - - 221,623 - 210,542 

6 Less stable deposits - - 240,969 - 216,872 

7 Wholesale funding: (8+9) 39,277 57,795 41,479 175,835 218,986 

8 Operational deposits - - - - - 

9 Other wholesale funding 39,277 57,795 41,479 175,835 218,986 

10 Other liabilities: (11+12)   - - - 

11 NSFR derivative liabilities 
 

- - - 
 

12 
All other liabilities and equity 
not included in the above 
categories 

49,371  - - - 

13 Total ASF (1+4+7+10) 
 

728,314 

RSF Item 

14 
Total NSFR high-quality liquid 
assets (HQLA)  

- 

15 
Deposits held at other financial 
institutions for operational 
purposes 

- 7,918 - - 7,918 

16 
Performing loans and securities: 
(17+18+19+21+23) 

291 230,000 111,657 281,891 406,889 

17 
Performing loans to financial 
institutions secured by Level 1 
HQLA 

- - - - - 

18 

Performing loans to financial 
institutions secured by non-Level 
1 HQLA and unsecured 
performing loans to financial 
institutions 

- 5,625 1,176 30,930 32,362 



 

19 

Performing loans to non-
financial corporate clients, loans 
to retail and small business 
customers, and loans to 
sovereigns, central banks, and 
PSEs, of which: 

- 208,215 109,422 185,635 310,714 

20 

With a risk weight of less than or 
equal to 35% under the Basel II 
Standardised Approach for 
credit risk 

- 18,374 2,239 35,110 33,128 

21 
Performing residential 
mortgages, of which: 

- 20 59 53,103 36,036 

22 

With a risk weight of less than or 
equal to 35% under the Basel II 
Standardised Approach for 
credit risk 

- 19 58 45,704 29,747 

23 

Securities that are not in default 
and do not qualify as HQLA, 
including exchange-traded 
equities 

291 16,140 1,000 12,223 27,777 

24 
Other assets: (sum of rows 25 to 
29) 

256,119  - - 70,496 

25 
Physical traded commodities, 
including gold 

- - - - - 

26 

Assets posted as initial margin 
for derivative contracts and 
contributions to default funds of 
CCPs 

3,484 - - - 2,962 

27 NSFR derivative assets 7 - - - 7 

28 
NSFR derivative liabilities before 
deduction of variation margin 
posted 

- - - - - 

29 
All other assets not included in 
the above categories 

252,628  - - 67,527 

30 Off-balance sheet items 53,251 - - - 2,663 

31 Total RSF - - - - 487,964 

32 Net Stable Funding Ratio (%) 
    

149.26% 


